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Headquartered in Belgium and with offices in Europe, the United States and Australia, Option 
specializes in wireless solutions enabling Machine to Machine (M2M) communication. 
With more than 25 years of experience and many industry firsts, the Company is ideally 
positioned to offer efficient, reliable and secure solutions across a variety of industries and 
applications. 
Option partners with system integrators, value added resellers, application platform providers, 
value added distributors and network operations to bring tailor-made solutions to customers 
around the world. 
 

JUNIOR CERTIFICATION ENGINEER 

 

 The certification engineer’s main duty is to perform technical and administrative tasks to secure 

and sustain appropriate regulatory and industry certifications in line with the company’s target 

markets.  

 

Tasks & Responsibilities 

 Responsibility for the certification of all Option products according to international 

regulatory standards (CE, FCC, …) and industry standards (PTCRB, GCF, …) 

 Understand and follow up evolutions in the certification standards 

 Planning and preparation the certification tests 

 Act as main interface towards certification & test institutes  

 Maintain a working relationship with the major carriers worldwide, to stay informed of 

device requirements and associated certification programmes 

 Track and take part of standardization work in the area of regional regulatory directives  

as pertains to Radio Equipment 

 Research standards related to safety of electronic equipment and how that relates to 

Option products in terms of design and approval 

 

Job Profile 

 Bachelor or Master’s degree in ICT/Electronics or equal through experience.  

 Be an independent thinker and require little supervision, but also work well in a team to 

achieve the organization's ultimate goals.  

 Handle multiple projects in a short period of time, able to multitask and cope with 

deadline pressure.  

 Language requirements English and Dutch 

 Experience in working with certification bodies is a big plus 

 Experience in development or testing of wireless systems is a plus 

 
Personal competences 

 Organized worker 

 Team player 

 Eager to learn 

 Ability to perform under deadlines 

 

 
What we offer as a company and expect from you 
 
Right from the first day you join us, we will give you the opportunity to prove your talents in a 
challenging environment and in a job that suits your skills, experience and personal qualities. 
You’ll find yourself a member of a very focused, open-minded and, foremost, results-driven 
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team. As an Optionese, you will be encouraged and pushed to take responsibility for what you 
do, to show initiative, to think out-of-the-box and, above all, to act as a member of team that is 
working hard at delivering solutions to customers.  
We offer a competitive salary package and benefits. 
 


